
 
 

 

Y6 Homework Grid 

Summer Term 2024 

Weekly homework: Reading, Spelling, MA sheet.  
In addition, you may complete any of the following optional tasks this term and choose how you present them! 

History Y7 French. 
Create a colourful /artistic timeline to show the dates 
for the 6 marriages of Henry VIII.  Give information 
about each wife, where they were from, how they 
came to be married to Henry, how long the marriage 
lasted, what happened to each wife.  

Research the Secondary School you are going to go to 
in September.  Design a leaflet that could be given out 
to new students and their families.  It could tell you: 
how old the school is, how many students there are, 
what the uniform is like, whether there are sports 
teams or any other information that you think would 
be useful to someone about to start there. 

On 14th July it is the French National Day.  Design 
a poster to advertise the giant parade which 
takes place along the main street in Paris, the 
Champs Elysees and then the firework display 
there in the evening.  (Look at some of the 
pictures on line to inspire you). 

Science: Animals including humans Science: Animals including humans French: Musicians 
 

Take a copy of the instruction 
sheet in the Homework Box 

and make a Bee House to put in the 
school woods. 

Take a copy of the instruction sheet in 
the Homework Box and make a model of an 
animal of your own design.  Give it super 
adaptations that would allow it to live in lots of 
different environments. 

Find out about a French musician - you can 
choose which genre of music.  It can be a current 
singer/musician or someone from the past. 
Which is your favourite song/composition?   
Why?   

DT:  RE Geography 
Design and make a model roller coaster using 
recyclable materials.  

Consider this question. What does it mean to 
have faith? You can present your ideas through a 
presentation, a drawing or however you feel 
appropriate. 

Plot your journey to your new school by drawing 
a map. Your map must include a key that shows 
roads, rivers, pathways, pedestrian crossings, 
roundabouts, bus stops and local facilities such 
as shops and places of worship. 

 


